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Luggage Tags & Golf Bag Tags
Tracer Tags is your one source for premium quality luggage tags and golf 
bag tags to promote your brand or event. We provide the finest digital 
and offset reproduction of your art designs and offer durable, all-weather 
PVC and laminated Teslin luggage and bag tags in a variety of sizes at 
affordable prices.

#600 4.25 x 2.25 W/Clear
Rigid Pocket for a Business 
Card *50Mil PVC
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Luggage Tags & Golf Bag Tags

Key Tags
Tracer Tags has a key tag to promote your brand or create the perfect loyalty program for your business. Our 
key tags come in numerous sizes and shapes and are one of the most visibly used solutions for branding in the 
promotional products industry. If you do not see the perfect size or shape, let us create a key tag for you that will 
make your promotional idea a reality. 

All luggage tags are 30 Mil laminated Teslin tags unless otherwise noted.

All luggage tags come with a clear loop strap; colored loop straps, plastic post and buckle straps, and 
leather straps are available for an additional charge. 
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Key Tags
All key tags are printed with a four-color process front and a black imprint on the back at no additional charge.
Additional options are four color process imprints on the back, bar codes, QR codes, serialization, 
personalization, and writeable backs.

#320 2.0” x 1.0”

# SR-21
Split Ring
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#800 RFID#800-TH

Cards are available in these materials. 
800-APS 30 Mil Laminated Teslin
800-TH 30 Mil Laminated Digital PVC 
800-T 30 Mil PVC Core
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#501 4.0” x 6.0”
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Custom 
Shapes and Sizes 

Call your sales 
representative to discuss 

your specification.

#514 3.0” x 7.0” w/Hole

# 512 4.0” Diameter Badge  
with 2  Lanyard holes

# 511  3.1875” x 4.625”

# 510 3.75” Diameter Badge
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#701-LG Key Tag

#701-SM Key Tag

# 512 4.0” Diameter Badge  
with 2  Lanyard holes

# 512 4.0” Diameter Badge  
with 2  Lanyard holes

# 512 4.0” Diameter Badge  
with 2  Lanyard holes
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#706
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#407
4” Ball Chain

#406
30” Ball Chain
# 2125-1000 
24” Ball Chain

 # 317-H
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#LAN 410 Flat Lanyard with Bull Dog Clip

#LAN 414 Braided lanyard with Bull 
Dog Clip

Lanyards

Lanyards are available in 36” lengths and come with swivel j-hook or bull dog 
attachments. A variety of stock colors makes it easy to match most graphic design 
colors.

Available Colors 100 Pcs. Minimum: Black, White, Burgundy,Red, Navy Blue, 
Royal Blue, Baby Blue, Purple, Green, Orange, Yellow, Pink, Tan

Custom Imprinted and Plain Flat Lanyards
Lanyards are available in a variety of stock colors and 1/2”, 5/8” and 3/4”  
widths. 

Call your sales representative to discuss your requirements and pricing.

#LAN 412 Flat Lanyard with swivel J hook

#LAN 409 Braided Lanyard with Swivel J Hook
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Horizontal Badge Holders
# 322H  Fits 2 1/4” x 3 1/2”
# 880 Fits 2 1/4” x 3 1/2
# 890 Fits 2 3/4” x 4”
# 891 Fits 3” x 4”

Vertical Badge Holder/Clip
#322V Fits 2 1/4” x 3 1/2”

#204F Clear vinyl 
strap/ clip

Badge holders come in vertical and horizontal 
orientation in 10 mil soft vinyl. Holders come with 
and without built in clips for easy attachment to 
apparel, or a combination of slot punches and holes, 
or clips which are compatible for easy attachment to 
any of our lanyards. If you do not see the size you 
require please call a sales representative.

Identification accessories are perfect for wearing, displaying, and promoting your brand or event while  protecting 
ID cards or credentials. From badge reels and holders to lanyards and their attachments along with everything 
else in between, we have the affordable essentials to meet your company or event needs.

Badge Holders, Retractable Reels and Attachments

Vertical Badge Holders  
8X4 Fits 7” x 4”
320V Fits 5 3/4” x 3 3/4”
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California Proposition 65 law requires this warning. 
Some products may contain a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other 
reproductive harm. Upon request Tracer Tags may be able to provide additional independent product testing  
information.




